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Abstract  

 Marketing in the 21
st
 century has changed business aspects. Internet becomes the most 

important communication tool that people could not live without. The digital technology has 

completely transformed a normal firm into a high competitive company. Thus, all firms have 

to review new electronic and internet-based communications approaches for their potential 

to manage risks associated with security and performance. This change has put a lot of 

pressure on small and medium enterprises or SMEs since they are the main force of Thai 

economy which, in turn, contributes the higher power into the competitive market. However, 

the slighter growth of GDP generating by SMEs in the past few years has raised the 

questions that why growth level tends to be lesser than expected and whether firms has 

efficiently adopt new marketing strategy for this high-tech communication era. This article, 

therefore, tend to focus on how E-marketing has been implemented among Thai SMEs. The 

discussion will focus on three main different tools including mobile marketing, web 

marketing, and social media marketing. The author identifies its concept and characteristic of 

each tool. Moreover, this study also highlighted obstacles associated with E-marketing 

implementation on SMEs. The finding showed that the obstacles occur from 

misunderstanding about e-marketing tools. Since using these tools requires time and human 

resource, it is quite challenge for SMEs to efficiently apply all these tools. 

 

 Key-words 
E-marketing, mobile marketing, web marketing, social 

media marketing, SMEs 

Introduction     

Due to the ASEAN Economic Community, there is a strong competition among those small 

enterprises operates in this region. This incurs a pressure for Thai SMEs to gain higher market 

share than others in the same industry. Under “Digital economy policy” forced by the Thai 

Government, SMEs have been encouraged to implement digital technology for improving 

productivity, increasing product and service value, as well as developing business channel 

between all stakeholders; consumer, producer, and government sector (Kietisanpipob, 2015). 

They also provide financial and activities support, which, in turn, makes these companies 

relying too much on help from the government (Office of SMEs Promotion, 2011). A 

successful policy implemented by Japanese SMEs, on the other hands, indicates that self-

reliance and creativity by local enterprises can emphasizes a dynamic growth and 

development of Japan economy. Apart from self-reliance and creativity, marketing promotion 

seems to play an important role in supporting Japanese SMEs overseas business, especially 

marketing via internet (Kameyama, Kobayashi, and Soutake, 2001). The philosophy of using 

internet marketing or electronic marketing (e-marketing) strategy to increase revenue has 

been widely applied by Japanese companies for many years and has been considered as an 

effective distribution channel that links those Japanese firms with their retailors or customers. 

Although a recent development of technology and infrastructure has made e-marketing 

become more popular among SMEs, it still requires knowledge and skill of users in order to 

choose appropriated e-marketing tools which is suitable for a particular business 

(Kanchanatanee, Suwanno, and Jarernvongrayab, 2014). Since SMEs mostly applying e-

marketing in the aspect of distribution channel and promotion, knowledge and skill on 

internet and electronic devices such as computer, smartphone, and tablet are required. 

Therefore, SMEs need to decide appropriated e-marketing tools to support their businesses 

and to avoid pitfall that might occur from misappropriated use of those tools. 

 

  Literature review  

 1. E-marketing concept 

   E-marketing or electronic marketing simply refer to the use of digital technology to achieve 

marketing objectives. In other words, it is a process of using the Internet to generate marketing strategy 

(Chaffey, 2009). The new marketing concept in the modern era tends to focus on customer orientation. This 

concept ensures that customers’ needs have to meet efficiently, effectively and profitably. There is quite a 

number of e-marketing tools adopt by SMEs including content marketing, affiliate marketing, mobile 

marketing, social media marketing, web marketing, and e-mail marketing. In this article, however, the author 

will only focus on three main types: mobile marketing, web marketing, and social media marketing. The 

characteristics of these tools are as follow. 
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 1) Mobile marketing: a marketing communication through smartphone and tablet. It focuses on 

multifunction of the application that suitable for a screen size of smartphone or tablet. Mostly, a firm uses it 

to deliver information on product, service, or promotion in order to establish brand loyalty as well as 

customer relationship management (Dehkordi, G. J. et. al, 2012). 

 2) Web marketing: a marketing communication via website. It is considered as ‘front’ of an online 

store. Web traffic will be driven by advertising and promotion, which, in turn, build a brand recognition and 

reliability of a firm. 

 3) Social media marketing: social media is an application used on the internet by group of people 

through computer or electronic devices based on ideological and technological foundation of Web 2.0 

(Kaplan and Haenlein, 2010). In other words, it is a marketing communication via social media website, such 

as facebook.com, twitter.com, and Google+. Social media provides opportunity that comprises text, images 

pictures, video and networks for both customers to customer and firm to customer. It is an easy way for a firm 

to enhance their quality, bring awareness about promotion and understanding customers’ needs and wants. 

To effectively implement e-marketing, there are three main operational processes involved in e-marketing 

that firms need to considered: 

 - customer acquisition: deals with attracting visitors to a web site or promoting a brand via search 

engines or advertising or other sites 

 - customer conversion: engages site visitors to achieve specified outcomes, such as leads, sales or 

browsing or other content. 

 - customer retention and growth: encourage repeat usage of channels as well as repeat sales. 

 

2. Digital technology in SMEs context 

  According to the research from Bank of Thailand (Wattanaudomchi, 2015), during January to 

March 2015 there are lots of SMEs applied digital technology with production, management, and financial 

transaction. Currently, there is increasing number of the use of high-tech machinery to innovate production. 

For logistic sector, Global Positioning System or GPS has been widely used in transportation including 

delivering product to customers. Moreover, the cloud system is becoming popular in manufacturing due to its 

cost reduction. In terms of financial transaction, online banking plays an important role among SMEs who 

have cross-border partnerships, especially in South East Asia countries. To effectively use e-marketing, 

SMEs need to enhance their technological skill into advance level. They should also identify how the Internet 

can be used to find out customers’ needs and wants as well as to fulfill customer satisfaction. Anticipating the 

demand for digital services is also important to governing the resource allocation. By doing this, SMEs would 

be better off to pick appropriated e-marketing tools. 

 

3. Trend of E-marketing in Thailand 

   Recently, the number of the Internet users in Thailand is increasing due to, for example, the lower 

cost of smartphone/tablet/computer, development of 3G/4G, and improvement of internet access. There also 

an increasing of lower age users, generation z that was born with smart phone and tablet and even using it as 

learning tools in the school (Simasathiansophon, 2014). The trend of e-marketing also changes according to 

consumers’ behavior. Content marketing plays an important role on information sharing while reduce the old 

fashion of hard sale. Affiliate marketing will be used to increase market share. Mobile banking will become 

the main source of financial transaction, so firms should develop mobile marketing to provide various 

distribution channels. Furthermore, customers will absorb only interesting information. Thus, social media 

and viral marketing need to provide only what customers might want to know. 

Finding     

 The challenges of e-marketing implemented in Thailand, probably, come from misunderstanding 

about characteristics of each tool and how it should be used. Before using e-marketing tools, a 

business should determine; 1) who would be potential customers, 2) how and when they will buy a 

product, 3) what are their online behaviors, and 4) which e-marketing tools they normally use 

(Yaipairoj, 2016). Since each tool has different features, it requires knowledge and skill to apply and 

implement. In this paper, challenges of each tool that SMEs needs to consider consist as follow. 
 

TABLE I – Challenge of e-marketing implementation 
Mobile marketing Web marketing Social media marketing 

1. Screen sizes: different devices 

makes pictures and web page shown 
on the screen lose its reality. Thus, it 

requires a proper design of pictures, 

banner, web page, etc. for different 

1. Structure: needs to be easy to access 

and understand. The site hierarchy will 
be divided into category and sub 

category. This will affect user 

experience. 

1. Feature: including page name, 

address, cover picture, text, video, etc. 
need to be carefully designed to attract 

customers’ interest. 

2. Content: should entertainable, 
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mobile devices, which leads to high 

design cost. 

2. Web browser: need to be designed 

under HTML for smart phone. 

However, if main customers use an old 
version of mobile phones, which 

cannot use HTML mobile browser, 

SMEs needs to reduce moving picture 
from the banner or web page. 

3. Speed of Internet access: low speed 

of Internet access, such as 
EDGE/GPPS may make customer lose 

their patient and close the web site. 

4. Hardware: affects customer’s 
experience and usability. When design 

a web page SMEs need to consider 

ease of information searching for 
different devices. 

5. Operating system: not all programs 

can use in all devices. For example, a 
Flash Player program cannot use in the 

iOS. Thus, SMEs need to avoid using 

Flash program in web page or banner. 

2. Web feature: domain name, landing 

page, color, picture, infographic, 

video, various devices support, etc. are 

the important keys to reach customers. 

Due to its time consumes, SMEs may 
have to hire a professional to take care 

of it, which lead to increasing cost. 

3. Content: must be carefully designed 
to capture customers’ attention. This 

includes what information to put, 

which keywords should be used, as 
well as how a landing page will be 

designed. 

4. Web traffic: it is very important in 
terms of brand building and 

recognizing. Search Engine 

Optimization (SEO) can help 
increasing web traffic but it requires 

knowledge and time of SMEs to reach 

the top of search engine result page 
(SERP). 

5. Security: risk of internet scam and 

lose of customer’s personal 

information if there is no firewall to 

protect website. 

frequently post, contain information 

about product/ service’s promotion. 

3. Traffic: to increase traffic, SMEs 

need to use more than one tools, such 

as facebook, youTube, Instagram, and 
Line at the same time which will affect 

time management of SMEs. 

4. Financial security: there is a risk of 
internet scam and, not pay the bill on 

time, which incurs cost for SMEs to 

follow the payment. 

 

Apart from applying 4Ps-product, price, place, and promotion-with e-marketing, 4Cs are also 

crucial to a business (Dominici, 2009). The 4Cs, consisting of consumer, cost, convenience, and 

communication, tend to focus on consumers more than the product itself.  To implement e-marketing, 

a business should identify main objectives of doing e-marketing, such as brand recognition, product 

promotion, promotion announcement, sale activity, or doing customer relationship management. 

Researching consumers’ behaviors whether they are ‘digital native’ or ‘digital immigrant’ is also vital 

for matching appropriated tools to communicate with customers. Specified where, when, and how the 

customers will buy a product is at the heart of this process. 

   Conclusions  

 Although applying e-marketing can identify target market, establish a good attitude toward 

brand recognition, and stimulate sale, some obstacles still exist in the way of implementation. 

Writing skill, creative thinking skill, and computer skill are the center of this strategic 

implementation. For mobile marketing, hardware, operating system, internet access, web 

browser, and screen size need to be carefully designed regarding to consumers behaviors. 

Feature and content tend to be important source of getting attraction from customers in web 

and social media marketing. Indeed, designing, monitoring, and maintaining e-marketing tools 

can be costly in terms of human resource and time. Although it would be better off if SMEs 

hire a computer expert to design, monitor and maintain their e-marketing tools, they should 

have, at least, basic knowledge and skill of online marketing to prevent fraudulence from 

those computer companies. 
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